Fault-tolerant constrained attitude controllers are proposed for flexible spacecraft in the presence of input saturation and actuator fault, as well as model uncertainty and external disturbance. Two input saturations, that is amplitude saturation and, amplitude and rate saturation are considered and simple and effective compensators are designed to deal with the effect of input saturation. Two parameter update laws are designed to endure stuck fault, partial and complete loss of effectiveness fault. The stability of the resulting closedloop systems by the proposed controllers is guaranteed by Lyapunov-based approach. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms is assessed through numerical simulations. 
Introduction
In the past several decades, the attitude control problem of spacecraft has attracted a great deal of attention due to its important applications. [1] [2] [3] As actuation devices generate toques with only limited amplitude and/or rate, [4] [5] [6] input saturation may frequently occur during the entire attitude maneuvers of a spacecraft. As discussed in 7, 8 input saturation can severely degrade closed-loop system performance or even in some cases cause system instability if they are not carefully tackled in attitude control process. Because of this, many researchers have focused on input saturation in attitude controller design of spacecraft. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In Hu, 12 neural network was used to estimate the unknown input saturation and then the effect of input saturation was compensated by inserting the saturation compensator into the feed-forward loop of the system. In Hu, 13 an auxiliary variable was employed to compensate the effect of input saturation in attitude controller design. However, the tracking error would be modified to get a stable control system with this auxiliary variable. In addition, during the spacecraft mission, actuators may undergo faults due to aging or accidents, such as partial loss of effectiveness, stuck and outage. These faults may cause system instability or even end up with catastrophic events if they are not well handled. Therefore, designing a controller that is robust to these actuator faults is one of the significant issues that need to be considered by researchers. Fault-tolerant control (FTC) 14, 15 is considered as one of the most effective approaches for maintaining stability and expected performance of system during the actuator faults occurrence. More and more literatures have focused on fault-tolerant attitude control for a spacecraft; see. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] In Jiang, 21 the authors proposed fault-tolerant attitude control of spacecraft to accommodate the partial loss of effectiveness faults in actuators with a prior knowledge of the lower bound of the effectiveness factor. In Hu, 22 the knowledge of the bound of the partial effectiveness factor was not need by employing an update law to estimate the lower bound online. However, these mentioned literatures above less considered another important fault scenario of actuators, i.e., stuck fault. As far as we know, in attitude control design, there are few literatures that take stuck fault into account explicitly expect for Hu. 23 But in Hu, 23 input saturation were not considered, which might be sometimes conservative in practical applications.
Model uncertainty and external disturbance are another two large challenges that need to be considered in the attitude controller design of a spacecraft. Inverse optimal method is an attractive control approach for system with model uncertainty and external disturbance as it has the properties of robust to uncertainty and disturbance, and can achieve H ∞ optimality without the need to solve the HamiltonJacobi-Isaacs partial differential (HJIPD) equation directly. Several researchers studied this approach to solve the attitude control problem of spacecraft. [24] [25] [26] However, these literatures above more or less ignored the constraints on control input and the scenario of actuator faults. In addition, the vibration effect of the flexible appendages induced by the orbiting attitude slewing operation was also not handled explicitly. Therefore when input saturation and actuator faults occur simultaneously, stability will no long be guaranteed by using these existing inverse optimal methods. Furthermore, the stability of system becomes worse when serious vibration effect of the flexible appendages happens, because it tends to be aggressive while seeking the expected control performance. To overcome the shortcomings of the preceding research for spacecraft attitude control systems, novel constrained fault-tolerant attitude control strategies are proposed in this work for flexible spacecraft in the presence of actuator faults, input saturation, uncertainty inertia matrix and external disturbance. The main contributions of this paper are shown as follows: a. Unlike existing compensator in Hu, 13 in our work, a simple and effective compensator is introduced and embedded to the feedback controllers to eliminate the effect of input saturation.
b. To handle the stuck faults and loss of effectiveness (including partial and complete loss of effectiveness) in actuator for a spacecraft, a new Lemma is first proposed and rigorous proof is presented. Two robust constrained fault-tolerant controllers, accounting for actuator amplitude constraint and, actuator amplitude and rate constraints, respectively, are proposed by introducing two parameter update laws to estimate the unknown parameters caused by actuator faults.
c. In comparison with the existing literatures, [24] [25] [26] we extend the inverse optimal method to flexible spacecraft with input saturation and actuator faults.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the mathematical model of flexible spacecraft and control problem. Robust constrained fault-tolerant attitude controllers are derived in Section 3. Numerical simulation results of a flexible spacecraft with the derived controllers are given in Section 4, and Section 5 comprises conclusions and possibilities of future work.
Model description and problem formulation
This section briefly introduces the attitude kinematics and dynamic models of a flexible spacecraft. The model of the actuator faults is also established. The attitude kinematic equation of spacecraft can be expressed by unit quaternion as
Where 3 R ω ∈ is the angular velocity of the spacecraft with respect to an inertial frame and expressed in body frame, Q is the unit quaternion with the unit norm constraint Q, e R ∈ 3 and θ denote the Euler axis and Euler angle, respectively, I is the identity matrix with appropriate dimension, and the superscript X is an operator which is denoted by
a is a three dimensional vector with elements a 1 , a 2 and a 3 . Obviously, x a is a skew-symmetric matrix.
The dynamic equations of a flexible spacecraft can be written as denotes the coupling matrix between the elastic and rigid structure, 3 u R ∈ N is the actual control torque,
are the damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, i ξ is the corresponding damping ratio, and 
. Therefore, we have 0 
Where ( ) ( )
The following assumptions are taken throughout this paper. (1), (4)- (6) such that for all initial conditions the desired rotations are achieved in the presence of model uncertainty, external disturbances, inputs saturation or ever actuator faults under Assumptions 1-5, that is
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Mathematical preliminaries
This section includes some important mathematical preliminaries required for the rest of the paper. Consider the nonlinear dynamic system ( ) ( ) ( )
Where n x R ∈ is the state, 
Where α is a class κ L functions and ρ is a class κ function. 
Definition 2 27 : For system (9), let V is an ISS-CLF with the control law ( )
Is H ∞ inverse optimal with respect to the cost functional
is the set of locally bounded functions of x and γ >0.
Remark 3: A necessary and sufficient condition for system being ISS is the existence of an ISS-CLF [28] . The main characteristic of the inverse optimal approach is that the meaningful cost function is a posteriori determined from the stabilizing feedback control law. The 
, and then (5) can be written as
Where B D σ σ
values in the left-hand plane, there exists a symmetric and positivedefinite solution
is positive definite symmetric matrix In view of (7), one has ( ) ( )
Define x Kq
Where 3 3 K R × ∈ and 0
Amplitude constrained attitude controller design: In this section, one controller is presented by constructing control Lyapunov function and using inverse optimal method for normal system in (1) and (4)- (6) with actuator fault-free in the presence of inertia matrix uncertainty, external disturbance and amplitude constraint of actuator. A compensator is proposed and embedded into the feedback controller to eliminate the effect of input saturation. And then a faulttolerant version is designed to deal with the stuck faults and loss of effectiveness of actuators by employing two parameter update laws with e-modifications to estimate the unknown parameters caused by actuator faults. For convenience, we firstly define the two saturation functions as
In the follows, in order to propose the fault-tolerant constrained controllers, a significant Lemma is proposed. 
Where 2l
Renders the resulting closed loop system in (1), (12) and (16) ISS from the total disturbance d to the state , ,
Where l
, and ψ is defined in (22) , is inverse optimal in the sense that it minimizes the meaningful functional ( ) 
The time derivate V along (1), (12) and (16), substituting (21), (23)- (24) into (20) and based on the definition , , 2 2
, using (13), (19) - (21), (22), (31) and the fact 0 0 , which implies that V in (31) is ISS-CLF for system in (1), (12) and (16) based on Definition 1.Therefore the resulting closed loop system in (1), (12) and (16) (12) and (16) . As discussed in [26] , any level of 2 L disturbance attenuation can be achieved by choosing γ sufficiently small at the expense of a larger control effort.
From Theorem 1, we can obtain the amplitude constrained attitude controller (ACAC) for normal system in (1) and (4)- (6):
with (25)- (28) . Based on Theorem 1 and equation (35), the overall structure of the ACAC is shown in Figure 1 , and the design procedure for ACAC is given as follows.
Step 1: Given 0 γ > and select the parameter, Step 3: Obtain the controller u in (25); Step4: Further get the ACAC controller u c based on (35).
The proposed amplitude constrained attitude controller in (35) with (26)- (28) achieves asymptotical stability of the resulting closed-loop attitude system with fault-free actuators. However, when actuator faults occur, it no longer ensures the stabilization and accuracy for the attitude control system. Therefore, to guarantee the stability of the system, a controller that can accommodate the actuator faults is needed for flexible spacecraft during actuator fault occurrence. In the follows, in order to propose the fault-tolerant constrained controllers, a significant Lemma is proposed. 
F t I t sI
positive definite symmetric matrix. Therefore we have ( )
As the fault switch matrix ∧ and the actuator effectiveness matrix F are unknown, the constant s is also unknown, which needs to be estimated in the following control design. From Assumption 3 and the
Based on Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we propose the following fault-tolerant amplitude constrained attitude controller (FTACAC) in (38) with (39)-(44).
Theorem 2: Consider the flexible spacecraft system that consists of (1), (12) and (16) ( ) ( )
The time derivate V 1 along (1), (6), (12) and (16) 
From update law in (43), we can obtain that ŝ >0 if choosing ˆ( 0) s > 0. Therefore, we have the following
Inequality hold based on Lemma 1:
The last inequality in (47) 
So from Theorem 1 and (46)- (48) we can obtain ( ) (1), (12) and (16) under actuator faults in (6) is ISS from the input , ,
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
Remark 5: The second terms of parameter update laws in (43)-(44) are the e-modifications, which guarantee bounded parameter estimates. Based on Theorem 2, the overall structure of the FTACAC is shown in Figure 2 , and the design procedure for FTACAC is given as follows on Remark 4 such that the matrix inequality in (19) is satisfied;
Step 2: Select compensator parameter diagonal matrix κ , set A fault-tolerant amplitude and rate constrained attitude controller design: Control law in (38) only accounts for actuator amplitude constraint. In fact, many cases we require not only the amplitude constraint but also rate constraint of actuators to limit the possible excitation of high-frequency UN modeled dynamic of spacecraft as discussed in Wallsgrove RJ 9. However, there are still few results that take both actuator amplitude and rate constraints into account in the attitude control of spacecraft. To account for the amplitude and rate constraints, we proposed the fault-tolerant amplitude and rate constrained attitude controller (FTARCAC) in (50) with (51)- (58) based on the following Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: Consider the flexible spacecraft system that consists of (1), (12) and (16) 
With the time derivative of 
Faulty case
In this section, we consider the case that some actuators generate the partial loss of effectiveness and stuck fault at some moments in the process of attitude control for flexible spacecraft. Figures 2-8 show the simulation results of the FTACAC, FTARCAC and AWPID. Figure 2 , Figure 3 show the trajectories of the unit quaternion and angular velocity of the flexible spacecraft under the three controllers, which can be seen that, when actuator faults occur, acceptable control performance and convergence rate of the resulting closed-loop system can still be obtained by FTACAC and FTARCAC in the presence of input saturation, inertia matrix uncertainty and external disturbance. While for AWPID, unexpected control result happens under actuator faults occurrence. The reason is that when actuators of spacecraft undergo faults especially severe faults, the stability of the control system can no longer be guaranteed by the conventional controller such as AWPID. While for our proposed FTACAC and FTARCAC, as we employ two adaptive parameters ŝ and ˆk h u eliminate the effect of the actuator faults in the controller design, therefore acceptable control performance can also be achieved even though severe actuator faults occur. Figure 4 shows the trajectories of the flexible vibration, from which we can see that, a serious vibration of flexible appendages appears for AWPID. While for FTACAC and FTARCAC, a low vibration level also achieved. Figure 5 , Figure 6 show the trajectories of the thruster outputs and compensator l. 
Conclusion
This paper presents robust constrained fault-tolerant attitude control algorithms for flexible spacecraft in the presence of actuator fault, control input saturation, model uncertainty and external disturbances. In order to compensate the effect of input saturation, a compensator is employed in the controller design. To handle the actuator amplitude and/or rate constraints under actuator fault occurrence, two constrained fault-tolerant controllers are designed by two parameter update laws to estimate the unknown parameters caused by actuator faults. The proposed controllers are assessed and compared with AWPID through numerical simulations. The result shows that the proposed constrained fault-tolerant attitude controllers are able to accommodate the actuator fault and achieve high precision pointing while conventional methods fail to attain expected control objective.
